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INTRODUCING CINEMA THOM

INTRODUCING CINEMA THOM

Cinema Thom is a female-led Australian production house, helmed by multidisciplinary creative
Arielle Thomas and based in Melbourne. Since 2017, Arielle has built a team of world class creators
to make Cinema Thom a one-stop shop for fashion, lifestyle and brand video and photography.
Thom covers three pillars of visual va va voom: Creative & Content, Television and Film.
You can come to Thom for beginning-to-end production, or come to the table with a niche need for
video or photo content only. Either way, Thom takes your concept from ideation to unforgettable
execution. You’ll be playing it back in your mind for days, weeks, even months to come.
For projects bite-sized or big-time, start the conversation with arielle@cinemathom.com.
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THOM’S DIFFERENCE

THOM’S DIFFERENCE
Video can appear daunting, elusive, complex. But it doesn’t have to be.
Great content has high-potential to grab eyes (and hold them tight), exceeding your ROI
expectations (and then some). Thom crafts visual storytelling for the long-haul and the
reshares, not fleeting quick-fixes of fads. The industry is fast-paced, highly-competitive and
has no place for copycat productions. That’s why your content needs to last the distance.
When you work with Thom, you’re working with an all-star cast. It features Arielle Thomas
(producer/director), Tiana Koutsis (cinematographer/editor) and our team of freelancers.
If the project calls for a supersized team, Thom expands to your brief. More of the team,
calling on an exemplary crew of aficionados across photography, lighting, cinematography,
graphic design, retouching, video editing, post-production and social. Every base is covered
to our world-class standard. Cinema Thom reverse-engineers your social ROIs, so your
digital heartbeat is in rhythm with your bigger-picture goals.
Thom’s got two clear talents: First up is innovation. Thom founder and director Arielle
Thomas has spent years building a repertoire of award-winning projects. Her flair
for creative, talent relations and team-leading has landed Cinema Thom in the laps of
Australia’s best business names. The second phase is relationship-building. Thom’s
cut-through is thanks to the intimate bond between crew and client (and the fun had along
the way). Arielle taps into every avenue for digital content integration, collaborating with
you step-by-step. Because it takes two to tango.
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AUDIENCE AND STATISTICS

AUDIENCES AND STATISTICS

100

82%

90%

minutes per day is the amount

of the global internet traffic will

of customers say video helped

of time an average person is

come from streaming videos

influence their buying decision.

predicted to spend watching

and downloads by 2022.

online videos in 2021.
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viewers said that they wanted

of video marketers say video

of businesses use video as a

to see more videos from

has been effective for

marketing tool.

brands and businesses in 2021.

generating leads.
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WHAT WE DO
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Cinemagraph

Behind the scenes

Fashion campaign

On the day reels + TikTok

Social cut downs of fashion campaign

Runway + backstage

E-commerce

Lookbook video

Lookbook video

Campaign style video

Brand story

Makeup tutorials

Product knowledge for internal use

Designer interviews

Versatile product knowledge

Influencer/Front row street style

Branded content

Model interviews

SEVEN

THOM PROJECTS

GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY
CINEMAGRAPH

1-4 shots pieced together to create a moment. No sound, short, versatile content, fast, great
for EDM, commonly turned into GIFs, used in lookbook, e-commerce and integrated quickly.
Great for TikTook, Instagram stories and one-off filler posts.
FASHION CAMPAIGN

A polished, high-end campaign of the season’s hero looks. Usually gets released at the start
of a season and accompanies the seasons hero assets. Is shot in between photography looks
on the photo shoot day, music accompanied, sets the tone and attitude for the season and
attracts the brands clientele by encapsulating the entire look and feel of the season ahead.
SOCIAL CUT DOWNS OF FASHION CAMPAIGN

Commonly edited into drops or stories i.e. the denim story or the linen story/drop. Engaging
fast paced categorical edits, best used when a brand is ready to release something new.
E-COMMERCE

Commonly against all white, standardised set up is a universal look and feel for the consumer,
e-com video is shot in between photography looks using the same lighting and encapsulates a
garments true colour, movement, fit and detail. Introduced by Net-a-Porter these thumbnails
tail on to your e-com imagery under a product description. If shot purposefully, e-com can be
extended into social media and EDM. With the demand for virtual showrooms, having e-com
video in your back pocket is a no-brainer.
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GLOSSARY

LOOKBOOK VIDEO

An extension of campaigns most of the time. Broken down per look, shot to promote the
seasons attitude, look and feel. Lookbook video is becoming a necessity in the fashion video
game. They are up beat edits that feature a strong direction from the brand to promote the
aspirational elements of the brands content. Usually between 2-5 shots. These videos focus
on one garment only (one video per garment) delivered in every ratio to be used across the
brands entire season’s marketing campaign. It sits in a lane between e-com and campaign.
Almost as another chatlog of multi-use content.
BRAND STORY

The market is so saturated - brand video gives the founder the opportunity to introduce
themselves and the brand to wholesalers, buyers markets and direct consumers. Shot in an
environment that communicates the brands look and feel with the brand founder. This
content communicates why your brand exists and point of difference and why your target
market needs it. Promotes authenticity, brand messaging, and a brands culture as well as
products etc. can extend into the manufacturing, processes, how to’s and features the day to
day and more into the brand. It can be one video or a mini-series.
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE FOR INTERNAL USE

Best distributed throughout companies who have multiple stores or sales reps. Product
knowledge for internal use gives your staff the motivation and empowers them to sell the
product as they have heard it from right from the source. The design team interacts with the
product - a casual sales rep with all she needs to know about each piece. This also promotes
identity and belonging within a larger corporation where that floor staff member may never
have the opportunity to engage with a designer.
VERSATILE PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE

If shot well, product knowledge videos can be used for training, infographics and education
pieces to be put through social media, blog, EDM, and market channels.
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GLOSSARY

BRANDED CONTENT

Usually to a theme or has a purpose. Can be an interview with someone influential, how to’s, or
the capturing of an experience. The brand appears throughout the branded content prominently
or subliminally. Predominantly being titles such as ‘in collaboration’ ‘presents’ or ‘insert brand
film’ then the product is featured throughout and it’s obvious the product plays a large part in
the evolution of the video.
BEHIND THE SCENES

Very useful tool to build hype, feature behind the scenes interest, and often showcase
stakeholders. A consumer favourite, builds anticipation, and if appropriate creates a
relationship between consumer and brand and humanises the work.
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ONE

Terms

Cinema Thom agrees to provide your brand with the services
described in this document, curated and combined at your
discretion.

We like to be the sole provider during any given campaign on
the outlined services, for the duration of the shoot but if you’re
equipping yourselves with more than one provider at any given
time, please let us know. All work will remain original, unique and
free of any plagiarism. Thom keeps the clients content on hand
for 3 years after working together. Any requests for original and
raw files must be flagged before working together. Thom is not
responsible for providing hard drives or cloud based storage
exceeding 100 GB of data.
Cinema Thom as the right to publish the works on our website as
part of our growing folio of clients and works created.

TWO

Payment

Cinema Thom requires a 50% deposit of any services before a job
begins. If the scope of work changes throughout the duration of
the project, additional costs may occur. Cinema Thom will submit
and price changes to the client before starting additional work.

THREE

Confidentiality

Cinema Thom hereby acknowledges that our team may be
involved in or become aware of information that relates to you
on a personal or confidential basis. All information relating to
the clients past, future, present, customer data, marketing plans,
business intents, project information and financial
documents are held in confidence.
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CONTACT

IF YOU'RE HAPPY,
THEN WE'RE HAPPY.
CONTACT
arielle@cinemathom.com
cinemathom.com
10-20 Gwynne Street,
Cremorne, 3121 VIC
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